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T

he impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on technology
and digital acceleration has been transcendental. With
a phenomenal surge in the adoption of cloud applications
and workplace collaboration tools, the pandemic has
unleashed a tsunami of opportunities for the sector as
well as caused a marked shift in focus toward technology
spending.
To understand this remarkable ‘shift in technology priorities’
and the impact of the pandemic on technology spending,
we conducted a survey of 200 key IT decision makers in the
US across the Banking and Financial Services, Healthcare,
Retail, and TMT sectors.

THE SHAPE OF GROWTH

V-curved Recovery Led by Media & Entertainment, Healthcare, and Retail
While the pandemic speeds along its course unarrested, IT decision makers are running on a parallel track to arrive
at a revised strategy. Our study reveals that 4 out of 10 organizations have had their overall tech budgets adversely
impacted due to the COVID-19-induced crisis. The pandemic-driven increase in demand for cloud infrastructure,
however, has softened the blow, somewhat.
The overall IT spending is likely to witness recovery in the next 12 months due to the continuing demand for cloud
technologies and the integration of new digital strategies with operations.
The Media & Entertainment sector is set to lead the charge with a whopping 63% companies stating that they
will further increase their spending, followed by Healthcare and Retail wherein 50% companies stated they will be
increasing their budgets.
Such perceived spending in these sectors appears as an opportunity for technology, product and services companies
to augment their revenues. However, the million-dollar question still remains – Where do these opportunities lie?
Top 3 sectors set to increase their IT budget in the next 12 months

63%

48%

47%

Media &
Entertainment

Healthcare

Retail
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Media &
Entertainment will
lead the charge in
investments
closely followed
by Healthcare and
Retail
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COVID SWASHBUCKLERS

Cloud and Workspace Collab Tools Save the Day
In the post-COVID world, tech spends will largely be about digital enablement. From optimizing the digital customer
journey to ensuring the same or higher productivity from a decentralized workforce, digital enablement will
underscore tech spending in the new normal.
This has naturally resulted in a surge in the use of cloud computing and workplace collaboration tools.
Top 3 areas of investments

51%

35%

31%

Workplace
collaboration

Private cloud and
virtualization

Public
cloud

While workplace collaboration tools have existed even
before the pandemic, most of their superlative features
such as virtual meeting rooms and whiteboards have
been largely underutilized. With lockdowns all over the
world, such tools have witnessed a phenomenal growth
in adoption, helping organizations transition to remote
work settings rather seamlessly.
From enabling remote working to adjusting to
the vagaries of shifting consumer demands, cloud
computing has emerged as a veritable hero across
industries since the onset of the pandemic. The
unprecedented demand peaks and troughs in
the post-COVID world would necessitate scaling up
and down of workloads instantaneously, which would
encourage enterprises to become early adopters of
cloud implementation. SMBs have also followed suit.
More than 50% of SMBs (Revenue $50mn to $1bn)
surveyed have started adopting cloud post-COVID.
To meet the unprecedented needs for capacity,
computation, and connectivity, organizations are
increasingly switching their workloads to the cloud.
Moreover, large enterprises are shifting their focus
on more advanced features of public cloud such as
relational-database-as-a-service (DBaaS), container-as-aservice, and data warehouses.
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Despite the slowdown in
IT spending, increased
investments in workplace
collaboration Tools and
Cloud Infrastructure
across industries will
represent high revenuegenerating opportunities
for technology vendors.

Top 3 sectors focused on increasing budget
allocation for workplace collaboration tools

1

Retail

2

Media &
Entertainment

3

Healthcare

68%
63%
47%

Top 3 sectors making major shifts to the cloud
(as a result of increased focus on e-commerce)

1

Healthcare

2

Media &
Entertainment

3

Retail

46%
40%
35%

SGA’s research reveals that the top workloads
which organizations are considering moving
to public or private cloud are Data Storage
(39%), Security (33%), and Software
Development/DevOps (29%)
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YOU WILL BE HACKED IF YOU SPEND MORE
TIME ON COFFEE THAN ON IT SECURITY
IT Security to Witness Major Ramp-up Post Accelerated Adoption of
Cloud and Collaboration Tools
As most organizations have shifted to remote working from a
perimeter-based secure environment, the need to integrate cyber
security in their business models has become sacrosanct. Tech
decision makers are allocating significant budgets to ensure hasslefree remote operations, authentication, and authorization.
Device management is a critical aspect with an exposure to increased
numbers of screens. Security vendors are aiming at infusing real-time
vulnerability management, given the current scenario.

Investments into Integrated Cyber
security are gaining more traction than in
traditional perimeter-based security with
the move toward remote working and
cloud operations.

SGA’s research reveals the major security
implementations underway or on track to
be implemented are Cloud security (58%),
Network security (57%), and Data security
(54%)

WHAT CUSTOMERS WANT

Implied Need for Enhancing Customer Experience and Redefining
Retention Strategies
With competition running high in the tech
space, sales and marketing teams need to
focus on their retention strategies to mitigate
customer churn. In these challenging times,
companies are willing to consider vendor
switch if they are not provided additional
support by their existing vendors in terms of
price discounts, bundled services, delayed
payments, etc.

Customers across the spectrum are
looking for additional support for
getting better prices and value for
money. This is further exemplified
by their willingness to switch
vendors.
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Customer willing to switch
current vendors by offering

1

Private cloud and
virtualization

2

Public
cloud

3

Workplace
collaboration

18%
18%
10%

Technology vendors can capitalize
on this using three key levers:

Offer price
discounts
Provide additional
bundled services
Offer flexible payment
schedules

Additional Support Required to Improve Customer Loyalty
•

More than 50% organizations across the board expect additional support from workplace collaboration vendors
in the form of price discounts, while more than one-third mentioned the need for additional bundled services and
the reduction of on-boarding costs.

•

More than half of the organizations expect additional support from vendors in the form of price discounts on
public cloud, followed by the need of additional bundled services and postponed/delayed payment schedules
(42% each).

•

About 60% of the organizations expect additional support from vendors in the form of price discounts in Hosted
Private Cloud and Virtualization as well, followed by postponed/delayed payment schedules (39%).

THE NEW REALITY

Complex, Uncertain, but Replete with Embedded Opportunities
The post COVID world is likely to witness a ‘V’-shaped growth in the tech industry. This will primarily be due to a
surge in investments from the Media & Telecommunications sector, followed closely by Healthcare and Retail sectors.
Vendors in the workplace collab, cloud tech, and IT security segments will witness increased scope for growth as
companies across the board continue to ramp up investments in these key areas. Customers will require streamlined
integration within the existing system with minimal disruption as they switch to the cloud. Furthermore, integrated
security solutions with advanced ability to identify risk/threats will take precedence as customers evolve from
perimeter-based security measures.
As the said move will be disruptive in nature, vendors who offer price discounts, flexi-payment plans, and bundled
services will be able to leverage the sweeping changes and mitigate downsides with their existing customers.
The new reality might not be comfortable. Change
is the order of the day, and the new normal will be a
mosaic riddled with complexities, uncertainties, and
inevitably embedded opportunities. In order to adapt
to this dynamic environment and thrive, and not just
survive, customers will need to accelerate processes,
and become cost-effective, resilient, and agile through
digital innovation. The right tech-partners who help
customers in their digital journey are likely to reap
windfall benefits over the next 12–24 months.
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About SG Analytics
SG Analytics is one of the leading research and analytics companies to offer of data-centric research and contextual
analytics services. With its presence in the US, the UK, Switzerland, and India, SG Analytics offers research and analytics
services its customers across the globe. Awarded the ‘Regional Best Employer’ by the World HRD Congress for 2016
and 2018, SG Analytics’ collegial atmosphere and knowledge-based ecosystem help to consistently meet and exceed
customer expectations.

For further information, please visit our website: www.sganalytics.com
Join the conversation
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